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France Under The German Occupation
The Military Administration in France (German: Militärverwaltung in Frankreich; French: Occupation
de la France par l'Allemagne) was an interim occupation authority established by Nazi Germany
during World War II to administer the occupied zone in areas of northern and western France.
German military administration in occupied France during ...
France was now ruled by a nationalistic and antisemitic puppet government, which collaborated
with the Germans – the “Vichy regime”. Under German auspices, the Vichy regime nominally
controlled all of France, even after the Germans broadened their occupation to include the southern
areas, in November 1942.
The German Occupation - Yad Vashem
The unhappy truth, about France generally and Paris specifically, is that there were more overt acts
of collaboration than of resistance, though that began to change as German resources were
challenged elsewhere from 1943 onward, leaving weak and vulnerable occupation forces in the city.
A history of Paris during Nazi occupation - Washington Post
France Under the German Occupation focuses on all phases of the period in occupied France: the
Vichy government, daily life, collaboration, Resistance, the French Communists, the Liberation, and
the postwar purge of collaborators.
France Under the German Occupation, 1940-1944: An ...
How France was managed: Observer report, September 1941. This paper, the only source of
information for the French people and the German army of occupation in northern France, has its
"own correspondent" in Vichy (it does not circulate in unoccupied France) who summarises the
Vichy press as though it were the press of a foreign country.
Life in occupied France during the second world war ...
Life in Occupied France. As soon as the war was declared, a regiment of French soldiers was
stationed near us, we could witness their high spirits when they came for a drink or a meal. They
had complete trust in the virtues of the Maginot Line and were eager to go the front to teach the
Germans a lesson.
BBC - WW2 People's War - Life in Occupied France
France Under the German Occupation, 1940-1944 An Annotated Bibliography. by Donna Evleth .
Over 700 books and periodical articles are reviewed by leading historians in this selective
annotated bibliography of the German occupation of France from 1940 to 1944.
France Under the German Occupation, 1940-1944: An ...
Vichy France. Vichy France ( French: Régime de Vichy) is the common name of the French State (
État français) headed by Marshal Philippe Pétain during World War II. Evacuated from Paris to Vichy
in the unoccupied "Free Zone" ( zone libre) in the southern part of metropolitan France which
included French Algeria,...
Vichy France - Wikipedia
German Occupation of France Lambofsatan 10 years ago. Of the rest, a sizeable minority actively
helped the Germans, and a sizeable minority fought them at every step. Some of the bravest, most
courageous people in the war were the French who resisted. Jean Moulin, of course, is a prime
example.
German Occupation Of France | War History Fans
Under the terms of the armistice, France was divided into two sections: Occupied France under
direct German control and Vichy France - a quasi-independent territory with Marshall Petain, an
eighty-four-year-old hero of the First World War, as its head.
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France in Defeat, 1940 - eyewitnesstohistory.com
In May of 1940 Germany invaded France, and within a month it had occupied the northern and
western parts of the country. France was now ruled by a nationalistic and antisemitic puppet
government, which collaborated with the Germans – the “Vichy regime”. Under German auspices,
the Vichy regime nominally controlled all of France, even after the Germans broadened their
occupation to include ...
The German Occupation | www.yadvashem.org
Holocaust survivor testimonies about Jewish life in France under the German occupation: Having to
register with the police, wear a yellow star on their clothing, turning in their radios, decrees ...
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